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Overview

EFHW Antennas

• Good for 500 Watts or less.

• Can be built for less than $100.00

• Maybe around $70.00 ??

myantennas.com version:

250 Watt continuous:  ~ $210.00

350 Watt continuous:  ~ $250.00



References

Mike Mitchell:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekP4I-GRSJQ&t=13s

Steve Ellington:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpdpkUEW39o

EFHW Starts at  16:07 minutes from beginning.

I copied this fellow’s work almost verbatim.

This is one of my major sources of info for my antenna.

Steve Ellington:

Step by step instructions on the transformer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sty7RlXQoJI

I pretty much copied this fellow’s transformer build.

He used coax connection to the transformer, but I opened it up

to two post type connections because of going to my remote tuner,

which is right next to this transformer box.

Also, I did not put in the vent he recommended.

Steve Nichols:

http://www.infotechcomms.co.uk/downloads/Multi_band_EFHW.pdf

Very good 9 page pdf write up on his version of this antenna.

Includes some theory of current/voltage wave distribution

along the half wave antenna and why it works.

This is one of my major sources of info for my antenna.

Multi-Band_EFHW.PDF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekP4I-GRSJQ&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpdpkUEW39o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sty7RlXQoJI
http://www.infotechcomms.co.uk/downloads/Multi_band_EFHW.pdf


Materials

Outdoor electrical box: Home Depot SKU# 499982 (4 x 4 x 2”)  ~ $10.00

Internet #100404097

Model #E989NNJ-CAR

Store SKU #499982

Store SO SKU #1001364088

Fair-Rite Toroid Cores:  5952003801  Mouser Electronics number: 623-5952003801

240-52 Toroid Cores

(need at least 2, I recommend 3, and I bought extras)

~$11.00 ea

10-24  and  6-32  Stainless Steel hardware as needed.

10kV Capacitors from ebay:

100pF Qty=10 ~ $5.00

220pF Qty=10 ~ $9.00

470pF Qty=5   ~ $9.00



Materials

Antenna Wire: https:www.thewireman.com(Always at major hamfests!)

511-Antenna Wire, 14 AWG Copper-Clad Steel Stranded 

$0.22 - $0.28  per foot, depending upon quantity purchased

This is bare wire; shiny at first, but oxidizes to dark color over time, so

becomes more “stealthy”.

531-Antenna Wire, 14 AWG Copper-Clad Steel Stranded HDPE Jacket

$0.31 - $0.40 per foot, depending upon quantity purchased

This is insulated wire, black… so a bit more “stealthy” immediately.

Also, easier handling, but insulation needs to be stripped as needed.

This stuff is strong, and won’t stretch over time.  Otherwise, use whatever

you can get your hands on.

Note:  Soft-drawn copper wire (like house power wiring) will stretch over time,

thus changing the length of your antenna wire.  That’s fine, as long as you

are ok with pulling your antenna down whenever needed to re-trim its length.

https://www.thewireman.com/


Tools

Basic hand tools.

• Soldering gun, or equivalent.

(I’m OCD about connections, and nearly always solder any connection.)

• My remote antenna tuner, if you care:  MFJ-993BRT (can handle about $300 Watts RF).

~ $310.00 Probably don’t need this,  but makes perfect match to radio.
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I have captured information, diagrams, and photos from the internet of the work of several other 

hams who have done lots of work with EFHW antennas.  If you wish to build one of these, I 

strongly recommend that you chase down as much as you can find on the internet with internet 

searches and youtube searches.  There is a very large body of information out there, which is 

useful for demystifying how the EFHW antenna works. 

 

First some history of my past efforts on getting an HF antenna (that works) on the air on my 

fairly small lot with subdivision covenants.  My first effort was to purchase an MFJ remote 

autotuner, and connect it to a random length of antenna wire going across my back yard and tied 

off there to a pine tree.  The length that I could get in the air was about 70 feet, going diagonally 

across the back yard.  This got me on the air for 40 meters through 10 meters ( actually, tuned it 

up on 6 meters a couple times also), and this arrangement was quite reliable.  Not being satisfied, 

I really, really wanted to be on 80 meters also.  I am in ARES, and Georgia’s state wide weekly 

net is on 75 meter phone.  So, I began mucking around with more length of random antenna wire.  

I added some random length; didn’t work; added some more; didn’t work; did that a couple 

more times, but still didn’t work; finally tried adding some random length of coil, but the remote 

autotuner could never get a match to put me on 80 meters.  And NUTS!!, all these efforts to get 

80 meter operation out of this random wire messed up operation on the other bands, and the 

antenna became more like a dummy load than an antenna!  OK, now what do I do?? 

 

Sometime over the last 2-3 years, I got introduced to the EFHW antenna.  Kinda pricey, but I 

bought one.  This year, I had opportunity to deploy it while participating in the Georgia Death 

Race radio operations.  We didn’t even make an effort to tune it, prune it, or analyze it; we just 

threw it up in the air and connected coax back into the van to a tuner sitting on the radio.  It 

performed perfectly in the digital portion of the 80 meter band.  I wanted to preserve this 

antenna for field operations, and realized that this antenna was not a whole lot different than my 

random wire setup at my home QTH.  From my research, it seems that some bands may have an 

SWR swing between the highs of about 3:1 at the ends when tuned for an SWR dip in the middle 

of the band.  So, it occurred to me that I should be able to home brew such an antenna, but 

instead of then feeding it direct to me radio, I could feed it into my remote autotuner to match it 

on down to a perfect 1:1 SWR before it goes on into the long run of coax back to the shack.  So, 

that’s what I set out to do, which produced very happy results.  My nanoVNA Christmas present 

was very useful in getting the EFHW tuned as best I could. 
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THANK YOU


